
 

We are glad you chose to add Erin’s World Frames by Specs4us to your dispensary. We would 

like to tell you more about our frames. 

 

 

 

 

 
As you can see by the diagram above our frame design is different than what your opticians 

have fit in the past. Many Opticians are use to fitting an oversize lens to compensate for the 

width that most of our patients need. With the adjustments we made to our front end piece, by 

adding 10mm on each end of the eye wire, we have taken care of this issue. This will mean less 

decentration and a better looking lens. For Example if your patient fits a 40 eye size in a typical 

frame, they may fit our 38 eye size.  

Our temple diameter is the same throughout the length of the temple and the temple can be 

cut down to size if needed. We also have spare temple tips to send if needed. Model #11-13 

have a flexible TR90 temples. These cannot be cut down to size or extend. However we do have 

different lengths available upon request (110mm, 120mm, and higher). 

Typical frames have the bridge aligned at the top of the frame. Since most individuals with 

Down syndrome have a low flat bridge, these frames will slide down to the bottom of their 

nose. Notice Erin’s World Frames have a lowered bridge and temple placement for balance and 

support.  

With balance in place and proper temple placement cable temples are not needed. Infant and 

toddlers with Down syndrome usually experience sensory issues and have smaller close set ears 

where cable temples are usually more of a bother to them then a help. We do highly suggest 

your patients try these straps www.speccles.com (we do not have cable temples available). 

Please keep in mind we do have spare parts available upon request: Screws, Nose pads, and 

Temple tips, these are not warranty issues.  

Thank you for your time, 

Specs4us Team 

800-586-1885 
 

Lowered Bridge 180 Spring on most models 

10mm on front end piece (model #11-13: 6mm) 

http://www.speccles.com/

